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ABSTRACT 

Local newspapers were full of reports of civilian killings, encounters between the insurgents and the 

army, rapes and arson. Since 1989 there has been an enormous expansion of the region‟s local media. 

There are now more than 372 registered and non-registered news publications33 and more than 10 major 

English dailies. New Delhi-based media organisations and international organizations like AP, Reuters 

and AFP also have correspondents in Srinagar to cover the violence. Local journalists tread a fine line 

while covering Kashmir. The media is subject to pressures from multiple sides, as well as official 

blackmailing. In any case, portrayed reality doesn't compare to this histo-political portrayal. To challenge 

rebuilt reality, this review offers elective points of view by the nearby media that counter the national 

media's uber stories on Kashmir. Consequently, one might contend that a conflict's understanding in the 

media might be dependent upon one's political area and victimology. For instance, the neighborhood 

media depicts Kashmiris' mass dissidence as opposition, while the national media addresses the 

disagreeing masses as "wild hordes" or "Pakistansponsored", "hostile to national components". 

Comparing these contradistinctions, this examination focuses on that individuals' reaction should be seen 

as a reaction to the total oppression and abuse of the populace because of unfamiliar attacks more than 

eight centuries since it is the racial recollections that shape the techniques for endurance and aggregate 

opposition 
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INTRODUCTION 

Local Media and Kashmiri Political Aspirations 

Kashmir‟s local media, comprising mainly of print, received a boost after 1989 - the year insurgency 

broke out against Indian rule. Before 1989 there were only 15 Urdu language newspapers32 and one 

major English daily, the Kashmir Times. However, as soon the militarization of Kashmir began and the 

state expanded its security apparatus to suppress the rebellion by using force, stories of survival and 

human rights were prominently featured in the newspapers. Local newspapers were full of reports of 

civilian killings, encounters between the insurgents and the army, rapes and arson. Since 1989 there has 

been an enormous expansion of the region‟s local media.  

There are now more than 372 registered and non-registered news publications33 and more than 10 major 

English dailies. New Delhi-based media organisations and international organizations like AP, Reuters 

and AFP also have correspondents in Srinagar to cover the violence. Local journalists tread a fine line 

while covering Kashmir. The media is subject to pressures from multiple sides, as well as official 

blackmailing. In the absence of local private industry to buy advertising, newspapers in Kashmir are 
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often dependent upon government advertising. However, the government often threatens to withdraw its 

advertising from newspapers that fail to toe the official line. Sometimes, officials also threaten editors 

with the cancellation of their official registrations, which authorise them to publish. If military and 

government require their viewpoint to be represented in the media, so do the insurgent groups. The 

general public also regard the conflict in a political context, contrary to the state narrative. Thus, the 

majority of Kashmiris want local media to report their desire for independence. Caught between these 

divergent narratives, I have experienced these pressures from various parties, either by political arm 

twisting, or through violence and intimidation.  

At least 10 journalists have been killed in Kashmir in the past 25 years, while life threatening attacks 

have been carried out against scores of other journalists. These threats remain ongoing. Despite working 

under adverse conditions, most of Kashmir‟s media continue to report fearlessly on political issues, 

human rights and other problems facing the population. However, reporting on social topics such as the 

environment, administration, and health were not the newspapers‟ main concern. Their main focus 

continues to be human rights, politics and violence. Because of this, Kashmir's media is under constant 

pressure from diverse ideological groups, representing the different stake holders in Kashmir‟s political 

landscape.  

The insurgency was at its peak during the 1990s. During this time, journalists in Kashmir reported events 

in a way that represented the aspirations of Kashmiri people. Journalists tried to reflect the people‟s 

“truth”. Besides covering human interest stories about victims of violence, the media put a special 

emphasis on covering the human rights violations committed, mainly by Indian troops, to quell the armed 

rebellion. This meant Kashmiri reporters found themselves opposing the Indian government‟s political 

ideology. The local media was accused of resorting to propaganda when reporting the facts pertaining to 

the conflict and history of Kashmir. The state, its bureaucracy, and the military accused local media of 

spreading “pro-Pakistan “and “pro-militant” propaganda. Giving credence to this view Chindu 

Sreedharan, writes that many people, including New Delhi-based journalists, have looked at the local 

reportage with “professional disdain”. (Sreedharan 2010) 

Demise of Wadi Ki Awaz Editor Widely Condoled 

Srinagar: Prominent Kashmir editor and owner of Urdu daily „Wadi ki Awaz‟, Ghulam Nabi Shaida 

passed away at his Srinagar residence on Monday night. 

Shaida, who was not keeping well lately, was laid to rest at his ancestral graveyard in Goripora village of 

south Kashmir‟s Pulwama district, as „per his will‟. 

His death has been widely condoled by media, social and political organizations. 

“A sad news. Our senior colleague Ghulam Nabi Shaida Sahab (editor and owner of Urdu daily „Wadi ki 

Awaaz‟) breathed his last at his Srinagar residence overnight. He would be, as per his will, laid to rest in 

the ancestral graveyard in Goripora village of Pulwama district in about a couple of hours. Rest in eternal 

peace Shaida Sahab, you were a great man, an upright professional. We spoke over the phone only a few 

days ago and found him, as always, in high spirits despite health issues,” posted veteran journalist Yusuf 

Jameel on his Facebook handle. 
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Kashmir Press: A Historical Perspective 

Illings of individuals on thirteenth July 1931 pulled in a great deal of criticisim in Lahore press and 

English press contrary to Maharaja's imperious principle, the Jalendhar press and papers claimed by Sikh 

Association like "Akali", official organ of Akali Dal, reprimanded Muslim unsettling and supported 

Maharaja. Papers like Inqalab, Zamindar and papers possessed and altered by Kashmiris like Muhammad 

Racket Fauq thrashed the ruler. The author further expresses that shockingly, even Sheik Mohammad 

Abdullah neglected to become dearest to the Indian press. At first, Abdullah had a few supporters in the 

radical press however later the previously mentioned press likewise scrutinized him as a "American sap" 

in Kashmir, Mohi Ud Noise (2012) discovered a flood in the distribution of the newspapers in the state 

throughout the timeframe. He is of the assessment that this flood is declaration to the way that media is 

becoming energetic in where vernacular dailies were the main suitable type of media accessible to 

individuals. The majority anticipate from the media to impart their complaints to the hallways of power. 

The way that new nearby dailies are hitting the stands sometimes demonstrates there is more space for 

media to extend. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study on Overview of Kashmir Conflict 

2. To study on Kashmir Press: Current Scenario 

Background of Kashmir as a Contested Region 

Kashmir lies in the northern borders of India and Pakistan with a populace of 70% Muslims, and the rest 

Pandit and Dogra Hindus, Christians, Sikhs and Buddhists (Boga, 2018). Beginning around 1947, the 

past province of Jammu and Kashmir has arisen as a challenged space among India and Pakistan with 

wars being battled about it. While India controls three districts: Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, it asserts 

the other two locales of Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan that Pakistan is regulating until the Kashmir 

dispute is settled After the 1962 conflict with India, China has controlled the Aksai Jawline locale of the 

conflict area.  

The starting points of the dispute in the post-Segment stage might be followed back to 26 October 1947, 

when the Maharaja of Kashmir Hari Singh is said to have purportedly marked the Instrument of Increase 

in a bid to demand India for help in managing the clans that crossed into Kashmir from Pakistan to 

safeguard their relatives (Boga, 2018; Rai, 2004). Regardless, the much-discussed Instrument of Increase 

is seen as "temporary forthcoming a plebiscite to decide the desire of the Kashmiri public" (Instrument of 

Promotion, 1947). The next day, the Indian military entered Kashmir and the fight transformed into the 

principal battle, with Pakistan questioning the increase and at last sending in normal powers (Ali et al., 

2011). Right up 'til today, the equivocalness encompassing the control of different pieces of Kashmir by 

Pakistan and China has muddled this international dispute, making it the longestrunning conflict at the 

Assembled Countries (Boga, 2018). Inside that casing, Kabir (2009) assents that from that point forward, 

Kashmir has arisen as a reason for conflict for three nationalisms - Indian, Pakistani and wannabe 

Kashmiri. While investigating the idea of a domain of want in her work, Kabir (2009) elucidates, "To 

reinscribe want into the international cases that (to utilize states in like manner dissemination through 

India and Pakistan) 'Kashmir is a necessary piece of India' or, in Pakistan's view, that Kashmir is its 

'jugular vein' and its 'incomplete business', is to pose further inquiries about aggregate longing." As 

indicated by the 2011 Evaluation, the Indian side of this indistinct boondocks is home to 12.5 million 

(Statistics, 2011).  
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Overview of Kashmir Conflict 

Kashmir uprising is one of the longest running conflicts on the planet (BBC News, December 8, 2009). 

Kashmir has been at intersection in relations among India and Pakistan since their freedom from English 

standard in 1947. In the beyond 66 years, the two atomic able nations have battled four conflicts, three of 

which have fixated on Kashmir. The English left the Indian subcontinent in August 1947, yet after its 

division into two countries - India and Pakistan. The premise of segment was strict – while India was 

found as a Hindu-larger part state, Pakistan was imagined by its author, Mohammad Ali Jinnah, to be the 

home of the subcontinent's Muslims. Hindu-larger part regions were assigned pieces of India while 

Muslim-greater part regions were made pieces of the new Pakistan. All provinces managed by rulers and 

rulers were given a decision of consenting into either arising state. The district of Kashmir (or the current 

Indian state called Jammu and Kashmir) was a Muslim-greater part province controlled by a Hindu lord 

who deferred on the choice to join either India or Pakistan. In October 1947, an ancestral gathering in the 

southwestern piece of Kashmir defied the lord and was offered help by the Pakistani armed force as men 

and materials. At the point when the radicals moved to the edges of Srinagar, the capital of the district, 

the ruler froze and moved toward India for help. The Indian Head administrator, Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru, consented to give military help relying on the prerequisite that the ruler acquiesce to India and the 

increase be endorsed by a famous pioneer and individuals' delegate, Sheik Mohammad Abdullah.  

When the over two conditions were met, the Indian Armed force was carried into Kashmir. The different 

sides took on an unpleasant conflict till the affirmation of an Assembled Countries supported truce on 

January 1, 1949. When the conflict finished, the revolutionaries upheld by the Pakistani Armed force had 

figured out how to catch 33% of the domain of the previous regal state. The truce line was proclaimed the 

Line of Control (LoC) between the two countries and it has stayed as such till this day. India alluded the 

matter in 1948 to the Assembled Countries Security Gathering, which passed a few goals asking 

Kashmiri renegades and Pakistani powers to pull out and ordering a free and reasonable plebiscite to 

decide the destiny of Kashmir. Because of profound doubt of one another, India and Pakistan have never 

completed the provisions of the U.N. goal. The region caught by the renegades in the 1947 conflict is 

designated "Azad" (Free) Kashmir by Pakistan and "Pakistan involved Kashmir" (PoK) by India. The 

region under Indian control is known as the province of Jammu and Kashmir by India and Indian-

involved Kashmir by Pakistan and Kashmiri separatists.  

The dispute regarding whether Kashmir ought to be a piece of India or Pakistan is attached to the 

particular characters of the two countries. While from one perspective Pakistan battles that Kashmir 

ought to really be a piece of its domain, on the grounds that the two-country hypothesis holds that 

Muslimmajority areas be a piece of Pakistan, India demands that it can't permit any piece of its region to 

be isolated from it based on strict alliance since India was established to be a pluralistic and 

multireligious country. Pakistan has reliably requested that India lead the UN-ordered plebiscite, an 

interest that India will not meet because the plebiscite was on condition that Pakistan pull out totally from 

the area, which it has not done to date. India likewise affirms that Kashmir is genuinely a piece of its 

region on the grounds that the lord decided to acquiesce into India after the parcel.  

Kashmir Press: Current Scenario 

To concentrate on the situation of newspapers and different periodicals in Jammu and Kashmir, Pandita 

(2013) based on discoveries of his review expresses that there is no danger to the print media in Jammu 

and Kashmir as there has been a ceaseless expansion in the enlistment of new titles with Recorder of 
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Newspapers for India (RNI). He additionally presumes that among every one of the 22 areas, Jammu 

leads in distributing greatest number of newspapers followed by Srinagar. The review uncovers that 

Dogri and Hindi periodicals stay restricted to Jammu province while Kashmiri language periodicals to 

just Kashmir province individually. Discoveries further reason that with a special case of Kargil and 

Kulgam, the periodicals are distributed from every single locale of the territory of Jammu and Kashmir. 

Scientist uncovers that out of the three authority dialects of the state, Urdu language appreciates greater 

notoriety among all. Periodicals are distributed in 10 distinct dialects across the 22 areas of the state. The 

scientist found that with the approach of innovation, the majority of the newspapers have adjusted the 

half breed distributing just to maintain the interest of their perusers and not to lose their support.  

Citing Jammu and Kashmir government's data division, Motta (2011) writes notwithstanding 200 week 

by week newspapers and 150 fortnightly and month to month distributions, around 150 newspapers in 

various dialects hit the stands each day in Srinagar and Jammu. He further composes that before the 

ejection of enemies of India uprising in the state in 1989, in contrast to two little newspapers in Jammu, 

there was not a solitary English newspaper in the valley. Crediting huge expansion in the proficiency rate 

across the state for the development of newspapers, the essayist expresses that out of an aggregate of 500 

distributions, 325 stand supported for government notice. He further affirms that not at all like the past, 

the scene is diverse today as around 30 of all shapes and sizes English dailies are distributed from 

Srinagar and Jammu urban areas.  

As indicated by the media reports, Jammu and Kashmir's late spring capital (Srinagar) could well have 

the biggest of day by day newspapers in India given its populace of 1.4 million. A report distributed on 

28th April 2016 by The New Indian Express - IANS being the first wellspring of information report - 

uncovers that there were more than somewhere in the range of 265 newspapers distributed both in 

English and neighborhood language from Srinagar alone. The truth is that the majority of these 

newspapers don't hit magazine kiosks anyplace in the valley. Specialists further cited in report accept that 

these newspapers are distributed uniquely to get government ads. With no notice about the quantity of 

duplicates the newspaper ought to distribute every day; state government standards till 2010 specified 

continuous distribution of one year for a day by day newspaper to become qualified for government ads. 

The report further peruses that larger part of these newspapers have no workplaces and are distributed 

from obscure spots. Naming it a media 'jungle fever', the report infers that probably the most charming 

distributing rehearses and their most interesting names have assisted numerous newspapers with 

supporting in Kashmir, regardless of if they have a readership. 

Role of Kashmir Press 

Mehmood-ur-Rashid (2012) attests that Kashmir press has arisen as a powerful friendly foundation. It has 

assumed a significant part in starting the social precedents, breaking a few fantasies, building up some 

others, and furthermore opening up the brain of individuals to bigger issues. The rich substance coursed 

through the newspapers into the social pool throughout the timeframe has assisted with forming the 

general public as its best. He further composes that Kashmir press has been firmly connected with the 

existences of individuals. This press has assumed a significant part in varying backgrounds of our general 

public. Aside from unsparingly supporting our feeling of culture, and social domains, Kashmir press has 

assumed an unrivaled part for the presentation of changes, rise of political, strict and social 

administration in our general public. He further talks about the pretended by the newspapers like 

Hamdard and Zamindar for turning into the powerful voices of the Kashmiri society against the Dogra 
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imperious guideline. The author infers that Kashmir press has been as energetic and as contributive as 

some other press throughout the entire existence of reporting.  

Bali (2015) led a review to concentrate on the job of media in causing changes in the way of life of rustic 

Kashmir. Through the discoveries of the review, he inferred that media has assumed a huge part being 

developed of provincial regions. Media was found to have gotten change the way of life of the 

townspeople by giving them openness. The investigation likewise discovered that newspapers and TV are 

among the top sources utilized for instruction and data purposes.  

Aside from different utilizations, as indicated by the discoveries of his review, 70% respondents of 

country Kashmir use media for strict, schooling and data purposes. The specialist tracked down that the 

same metropolitan culture, the provincial Kashmir likewise accepted media. Education rate among 

country populace particularly ladies society is taking off because of the impact of media. Individuals have 

begun going into different callings other than the family or customary occupations and are additionally 

accomplishing worldwide information through media. It was likewise discovered that media has assumed 

a colossal part in the advancement of the Urdu language. Scientist presumed that with the appearance of 

media in rustic Kashmir, not at all like prior, Urdu turned into the most communicated in language in the 

country regions.  

Kashmir in Non-Local Media 

Sreedharan (2009) did a thorough examination of media content to profile the idea of the news inclusion 

agreed to the Kashmir conflict by Indian and Pakistani newspapers. With the assistance of discoveries of 

the review, he presumed that the inclusion was 'vivaciously government-drove' and strongly 'negative'. 

As the inclusion on the two sides of the border was strikingly regrettable, the piece of hostile to harmony 

news was shown more unmistakably than supportive of harmony news. He further noticed that the 

inclusion on the two sides was "ethnocentric: writers generally depended on administrative sources and 

advanced authority positions, with deficient investigation of elective viewpoints."  

Expressing that out of misinformed positive energy, Tavleen Singh (1996) in her book named 'A 

Misfortune of Mistakes' composes that Indian national media has consistently decided to tell the national 

public not exactly every bit of relevant information about Kashmir. Depicting national media as one 

reason for delaying of the Kashmir conflict, she had mentioned this objective fact concerning the print 

media inclusion of Kashmir conflict in 1990s.  

Zia and Syedah (2015) express that previously, even before Kashmir conflict arose among India and 

Pakistan after the segment, Kashmir has been a survivor of "commonly one-sided media." To break down 

the print media inclusion of Kashmir dispute, they directed an examination just to find that inclusion of 

the issue is "adversely outlined and constantly focused on brutality, fierce occasions and neglected to 

feature serene other options, which expected further viciousness." Subsequent to concentrating on the 

significant English dailies of India, Pakistan and US, the scientists presumed that print media "didn't play 

out any essential job for quiet goal of Kashmir conflict." Aside from the Indian and Pakistani media, 

Kashmir was not featured with "positive methodology" even by international media (US media). With 

"contrarily organized" or unbiased inclusion more often than not, Kashmir issue goal has gotten inclusion 

generally as "episodic or regularizing conversation." The specialists additionally tracked down that the 

majority of the news (75%) in The New York Times in regards to Kashmir was "adversely" outlined.  
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They reasoned that Kashmir issue discontinuously shows up in international media and seldom in 

research diaries. The truth is that while covering Kashmir conflict, print media of every one of the three 

nations have set casings as per their socio-political setting and covered the issue appropriately and 

featured "brutality and aggressiveness, nationalism and positive energy, biasness towards certain 

gatherings" and so on As the inclusion of the conflict was found to have been overwhelmed by war news-

casting, print media of both the nations keeps on taking on a rash, unreflective kind of inclusion of 

conflict. They presumed that at whatever point The New York Times covered the issue, chiefly it 

supported "India's perspective in regards to Kashmir dispute as opposed to distributing an autonomous, 

fair-minded and fair-minded assessment".  

To concentrate on the depiction of strikes in Kashmir by Indian media, Gadda (2014) through the 

substance investigation of the significant English dailies of India presumed that India media has 

"overlooked the voice of dispute from Kashmir." The investigation further discovered that Indian media 

has "minimized the strikes in Kashmir valley either by not distributing the reports about strikes; by 

depicting the strikes as supported projects of opposition pioneers, devastating or stopping the typical life; 

or by weakening the insights regarding strikes." Indian media was for the most part found to have been 

preferring the authority account. Further contrasting the Indian national media and the nearby media, he 

tracked down that both the players have been covering "Kashmir conflict from various points." The 

neighborhood media has been giving a "prevalent inclusion" to the nearby issues, definitively those with 

"connections to the governmental issues of the state." As per him, nearby media was additionally the 

"most unmistakable wellspring of data" in any event, during 90s.  

In an article distributed by Janta Ka Correspondent (2016), unmistakable Indian writer, Rajdeep Sardesai 

was cited as scrutinizing the "enthusiastic/nationalistic" accreditations of Indian columnists especially 

during the inclusion of Bhuran Wani's killing and the resulting protests in Kashmir. In his blog 

republished by the news entrance, he further writes in "Kashmir as well, we need to advise truth to 

power: the reality of offended youth with restricted freedoms for development, of fizzled, debased 

governmental issues, of an unshaken 'azaadi' opinion, of armed force abundances… "  

Contrasting the current circumstance of Kashmir and one out of 1994, Devdas (2016) regrets over the 

extreme changes occurred in the valley. He scrutinizes the deception of the Kashmir by both "hyper-

nationalists" and "liberal press." Both nearby newspapers and Indian national media "don't present a total 

story of things." The inclusion of the two has regularly been "uneven – either misrepresented or muffled." 

He further states, "this uneven great versus-malicious account on either side presents unjustifiable 

hostility or exploitation without reason or setting." Kashmir has been given an insignificant news 

inclusion by "national" TV slots. Examining about the instance of the press in Jammu and Kashmir, he 

affirms that the "hole between the media houses working from Jammu and Srinagar has turned into a 

profound gap beginning around 2008." The distinction in portrayal can be measured as the renditions of 

the news in the power source claimed by a similar organization had been unique. Aside from the "us-

versus-them" stories, a few "hyper-nationalist" TV stations have taken on a "blackand-white, great 

versus-abhorrent talk."  

CONCLUSION 

Ordering occurrences from other conflict locales and the consequences of the utilization of power, the 

writer of the article is doubtful of Delhi's strategies for endeavoring to bring the conflict at a reasonable 

level. With premonition, Elliott (2017) exhorts the Indian government into looking for international 
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assistance in showing up at an answer for Kashmir. While laying the onus of conflict goal on Delhi, 

Elliott (2018) supports America's exploitation because of the spread of "fear", pardoning it from its many 

years old expansionist quality that is additionally neglected by worldide associations like the Unified 

Countries. This particular judgment of the utilization of power deceives a settler disposition, where 

underdeveloped nations are considered responsible by the hegemons who uninhibitedly spurn 

international laws, making battle outside their borders and benefitting from the military-industrialstate-

corporate-media complex. Baudrillard (2017) thinks that what is incubated in the shadow of this 

expansionist instrument with the affection of a maximal, "objective," danger, and gratitude to Damocles' 

atomic sword, "is the flawlessness of the best arrangement of control that has existed at any point ever, 

alongside the ever-evolving satellisation of the entire planet through this hypermodel of safety" 

Established in this expansionist-aggressive story lies the essence of the international media's treatment of 

Kashmir after the September eleventh assaults. In any case, portrayed reality doesn't compare to this 

histo-political portrayal. To challenge rebuilt reality, this review offers elective points of view by the 

nearby media that counter the national media's uber stories on Kashmir. Consequently, one might 

contend that a conflict's understanding in the media might be dependent upon one's political area and 

victimology. For instance, the neighborhood media depicts Kashmiris' mass dissidence as opposition, 

while the national media addresses the disagreeing masses as "wild hordes" or "Pakistansponsored", 

"hostile to national components". Comparing these contradistinctions, this examination focuses on that 

individuals' reaction should be seen as a reaction to the total oppression and abuse of the populace 

because of unfamiliar attacks more than eight centuries since it is the racial recollections that shape the 

techniques for endurance and aggregate opposition (Slavet, 2018). Thus, Kashmir's obstruction should be 

generally contextualized against the foundation of aggregate oppression by progressive systems, 

independent of their religion. 
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